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Abstract
This paper concerns the feasibility of full-duplex large-scale multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
cellular systems. We first propose a pilot transmission scheme and assess its performance, specifically the
ergodic sum-rate. The proposed scheme – the simultaneous pilot transmission (SPT) – enables to reduce
pilot overhead, where the pilot overhead depends on the number of antennas at the base station (BS),
since the self-interference channel has to be estimated. We consider two multicell scenarios– cooperative
and non-cooperative multicell systems–, and derive the analytic model of the ergodic achievable sum-
rate for cell-boundary users. The model is derived by applying a simple linear filter, i.e., matched
filter or zero-forcing filter, to the BS. In the analytic model, we also consider large-scale fading,
pilot contamination, transmitter noise and receiver distortion. Exploiting the derived analytic model,
the feasibility of full-duplex large-scale MIMO systems is shown with respect to system parameters.
In the end, we confirm that our analytic model matches well the numerical results and the SPT has
advantages over other pilot transmission methods.
Index Terms
Full-duplex, large-scale MIMO, massive MIMO, cloud radio access networks, and channel estima-
tion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few decades, researchers have developed multiple-input-multiple-out (MIMO)
technologies to provide more users with higher date rates and greater reliability [1]. The pro-
liferation of smart devices has led to an explosive rise in demand for higher data rate [2]. To
handle the burgeoning data traffic, researchers have tackled various issues in fifth generation
(5G) wireless communication. The key objectives for the upcoming 5G are to enhance spectral
efficiency, reduce latency, and develop cost-effective energy and hardware technology [3]. The
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2literature [4], [5] has introduced some promising candidates for achieving such objectives; they
include large-scale MIMO (massive MIMO), full-duplex, millimeter wave, and cloud radio access
networks (CRAN).
Attracting a great deal of attention among these has been full-duplex technology. It is able to
double spectral efficiency and reduce the roundtrip latency of system by supporting, simultaneous
downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) transmission. For a long time, scholars have discussed the
concept of full-duplex– the notion of sharing resources such as frequency and time. Interest,
though, has been renewed now that engineers can implement full-duplex thanks to advanced
antenna design and radio-frequency (RF) circuit [6]–[11]. The most significant hurdle in full-
duplex is coming up with a way to cancel the self-interference (SI) that occurs at the receiver
(Rx). Such interference is caused by the signal coming from the transmitter (Tx) of the same
full-duplex node. Indeed, that signal’s power is much greater than the received signal power
of UL users. In typical microcells (with up to 2km range), for example, to suppress the SI to
the noise floor (-90dBm), one needs approximately 125dB of cancellation. The authors in [9],
[10] recently showed that SI can be mitigated by analog and digital cancellation in Zigbee and
WiFi systems. In addition to SI, there exists user-user interference. In a single-cell full-duplex
system, this type of interference occurs at the received signal of DL users and is caused by the
UL signal from adjacent UL users. Since the user-user interference cannot be mitigated by the
transmit beamforming of BS, the authors in [12] proposed a type of simple opportunistic joint
UL-DL scheduling based on multiuser diversity.
In contrast to a single-cell full-duplex system, a multicell full-duplex system must contend
with base-station (BS)-BS interference; also user-user interference worsens due to the presence
of UL users of the adjacent cell. BS-BS interference occurs at the BS’s UL signal owing to
the adjacent BS’s DL signal. In this context, the author in [13] derived the throughput by
accounting for AP spatial density, SI cancellation capability, and Tx power of APs and users
in the multicell full-duplex system. For user-user and BS-BS interference, however, the authors
either assumed those to be zero or approximated them at a simple certain value. In [14], the
authors considered this interference in a practical manner by proposing the scheduling method
based on the greedy algorithm and geometric programming. Researchers may need to reconsider,
however, the assumption regarding the centralized scheduler, which can access all global system
information such as the channel between the DL and UL users. In this context, the combination
of a full-duplex cellular system and CRAN seems to be very attractive for handling user-user and
3BS-BS interference; such a combination would deal with the interference by means of centralized
scheduling and cooperation of BSs. The authors in [15] used an information theoretic viewpoint
based on the Wyner channel model to show the potential of a full-duplex system in CRAN.
In return for cooperation of the BSs, however, quantization noise occurs over the fron-thaul
connected between the central unit (CU) and BSs due to limited front-haul capacity.
It seems inevitable that the industry will exploit large-scale MIMO at the BS side in order
to provide increased spectral efficiency or support many users. Indeed, the target for 5G is a
1000-fold increase in spectral efficiency. Moreover, if the BS is able to perform full-duplex,
this guarantees highly increased spectral efficiency while reducing roundtrip latency [16], [17].
Another advantage of the full-duplex large-scale MIMO system is that, as the number of antennas
increases, the system reduces the average SI power by scaling down the transmit power per
antenna. This reduction occurs because the average SI power of each BS antenna depends not
on the number of transmit antennas but only on the total transmit power and the SI channel
gain [16], [18], [19]. However, the performance of a full-duplex large-scale MIMO system is
limited by a critical pilot overhead problem. Typically, in a time-division duplex (TDD)-based
half-duplex large-scale MIMO system, we can exploit the UL pilot, which depends only on the
number of DL users and their antennas to estimate the DL channel by means of the property of
channel reciprocity [18]. As a result, we are able to retain the pilot overhead even if we increase
the number of transmit antennas. In contrast, exploiting the DL pilots in the full-duplex system
is inevitable, since the DL pilots depend on the number of transmit antennas at BS to estimate
the SI channel [20]. Moreover, since a full-duplex enabled BS transmits and receives signals
simultaneously, we need pilots to estimate both DL and UL channels within each coherence
time. A full-duplex system, in other words, requires more than twice the pilot length (at least)
compared with a half-duplex system as shown in Figs. 2 (a) and (b). This problem, which can
seriously limit the performance of full-duplex systems, is exacerbated as the number of antennas
at BS increases.
In this paper, we approach the large-scale MIMO cellular system with two motivations, namely,
to develop an overhead reduction method and to analyze the feasibility of the system under
various interference types. As noted above, pilot overhead problem and investigating the effect
of the interference which does not occur in conventional half-duplex system have to be tackled.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Proposed pilot transmission scheme– simultaneous pilot transmission (SPT): In order
4to reduce pilot overhead, we propose the SPT depicted in Fig. 2 (c). Conceptually,
the SPT transmits the UL pilot and the SI pilot which is the DL pilot for SI channel
estimation simultaneously in the time domain. We first obtain the estimated channel using
the minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) channel estimation and then investigate the
achievable sum-rate of SPT by comparing it to the non-simultaneous pilot transmission
(nSPT). The nSPT transmits all pilots orthogonally in the time domain, as in the conven-
tional scheme. We observe from this that SPT holds two distinct advantages – it reduces
pilot overhead and achieves additional power gain on estimated channels (induced by
the difference of pilot length between the SI and UL pilots). At the same time, however,
the channel estimation performance can be degraded due to interference between pilots.
Finally, we observe this trade-off with respect to various system parameters.
• Derivation of analytic model of ergodic achievable sum-rate for cell-boundary users
in cooperative multicell system: We obtain the analytic model for cell-boundary users
which are bottlenecks for both DL and UL transmission; at the same time, we obtain
the worst case for system performance [21]. In addition, in the multicell scenario,
cell-boundary users experience more serious user-user interference from UL users of
adjacent cells. Unlike previous studies [22], [23], we observe that, withe the increase
in the number of antennas at BS, we can provide a better sum-rate through a full-
duplex system than is possible through a half-duplex system for cell-boundary users.
To investigate the performance in various scenarios, this study considers two scenarios
– a non-cooperative system and a cooperative multicell system. To provide an accurate
analytic model in practice we consider the following four things: 1) large-scale fading;
2) pilot contamination – a critical problem in large-scale multicell systems due to the
idenntical set of UL pilots for all cells [24]; 3) Tx noise and Rx distortion induced
by limited dynamic range of Tx and Rx, as these are not negligible when we consider
the SI channel [20]; and 4) quantization noise for fronthaul between BSs and CU in
cooperative multicell system, as we have limited fronthaul capacity [25].
• Feasibility of full-duplex large-scale MIMO system for non- and cooperative mul-
ticell system: Using the obtained analytic model, we analyze the behavior of a full-
duplex system with very large-scale antennas at BS for two multicell system scenarios.
Furthermore, we obtain the conditions needed to maintain the reliable region defined as
the interval that guarantees a performance of a full-duplex system better than those of
5half-duplex system.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model of UL and DL
transmission for two different system scenarios. Section III addresses the operation of the nSPT
and SPT, and shows the determination of the distribution resulting from the MMSE channel
estimation. Section IV uses the MF and ZF methods to derive the analytic model of ergodic
achievable sum-rate for two scenarios. Section V shows the performance analysis, and Section
VI presents the simulation results. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
Notation : AH , AT and A∗ denote conjugate transpose, transpose and conjugate of matrix A,
respectively. Var[X] and E[X] respectively imply the variance and average of random variable
X . diag(A) and blkdiag[A1, . . . ,An] denotes diagonal elements of matrix A and a block-
diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are A1, . . . ,An. For convenience, we define C(γ) =
log2(1+γ), where γ is a random variable. We denote the column vector normalization of matrix
F as F/||Fv||. CXY = E
[
(X−E[X])(Y−E[Y])†] denotes the covariance matrix of X and Y.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the system model for two multicell scenarios – the non-cooperative multicell
and the cooperative multicell systems. In both, we assume N cells, all of which consist of a
full-duplex BS with Mt/Mr RF chains for transmitter (Tx) / receiver (Rx) and KDL/KUL half-
duplex users with single antenna for DL / UL transmission for each cell. The Tx and Rx RF
chains are independent of each other. We assume Rayleigh fading channel for all channels. A
line-of-sight (LoS) element is presented explicitly for the BS-BS and SI channels; nonetheless,
we can still assume Rayleigh fading channel since, prior to digital signal processing, analog
cancellation can greatly mitigate the LoS component on the Rx side. All channels defined in
this paper are expressed as Gx = Hx(Dx)
1
2 , where Hx includes fading coefficients which follow
zero mean and unit variance, and x ∈ {d, u,BS,UE} indicates the DL and uplink channels,
the channel between BSs and the channel between UL users and DL users. (Dx)
1
2 denotes a
diagonal matrix with [Dx]kk = ρ2k for the kth diagonal element which represents the geometric
attenuation. We assume that Dx is known in advance, as it changes very slowly with time.
Accordingly, instead of estimating Gx, we focus on estimating Hx. In order to mitigate the SI
at each BS, we adopt a time-domain cancellation that directly subtracts the estimated SI channel
from the received signal. In this context, the variance of the estimation error of the SI channel
becomes the power of the residual SI. Moreover, considering hardware impairment, we reflect
6Tx noise and Rx distortion, which need to be considered in signals transmitted or received
signal over the SI channel [20]. Since the distance between BS and the users is sufficiently
large, we ignore Tx noise and Rx distortion for all channels, other than the SI channel. In the
following subsections, we address details of the two different scenarios.
A. System Scenario 1: Non-Cooperative Multicell System
Here, based on local estimated channel state information (CSI), each BS produces a precoder
for DL transmission and a detection filter for UL transmission. Since no cooperation exists
between any of the BSs, intercell interference is only slightly mitigated.
1) Downlink Transmission: For DL channels between BS of cell i and KDL users of cell j,
we define (Gdi,j)
T = (Hdi,j(D
d
i,j)
1
2 )T ∈ CMt×KDL = [gdij,1 . . .gdij,KDL], where [Ddi,j]kk = (ρdij,k)2.
We define the kth column of the estimated DL channel (Gˆdi,j)
T and the estimation error (Υdi,j)
T
as gˆdij,k ∼ CN (0, ρˆ2ij.kIMt) and dij,k ∼ CN (0, ρ¯2ij.kIMt), where Gdi,j = Gˆdi,j + Υdi,j . ρˆ2ij.k and ρ¯2ij.k
are determined by pilot transmission method which will be discussed in Sec. III. We define
the precoder of cell i, Fi = [fi,1 . . . fi,KDL ] ∈ CMt×KDL , and the channel between DL users of
cell i and UL users of cell j, (GUEi,j )
T = (HUEi,j D
UE
i,j )
T = [gUEij,1 . . .g
UE
ij,KDL
] ∈ CKUL×KDL , where
[DUEi,j ]kk = (ρ
UE
ij,k)
2. The received signal of DL user k at cell i is
yd,ik =
√
Pd(gˆ
d
ii,k)
T fi,ks
d
i,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal
+
√
Pd
KDL∑
`=1,` 6=k
(gdii,k)
T fi,`s
d
i,`︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-cell interference
+
√
Pd
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
(gdij,k)
TFjs
d
j︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-cell interference
+
√
Pu
N∑
j=1
(gUEij,k)
T suj︸ ︷︷ ︸
UE-UE interference
+
√
Pd(
d
ii,k)
T fi,ks
d
i,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
estimation error
+ndi,k︸︷︷︸
noise
, (1)
where sdj ∈ CKDL×1 and suj ∈ CKUL×1 denote the DL and UL transmitted symbols of cell j.
Without loss of generality, we assume that sdj (s
d
j )
H = IKDL and s
u
j (s
u
j )
H = IKUL , and the Gaussian
noise ndi,k ∼ CN (0, n0). In (1), Pd and Pu denote downlink transmit power per antenna and
uplink transmit power per user. We note that the UE-UE interference is induced by adjacent
UL users.
2) Uplink Transmission: In a manner similar to that of DL transmission, for UL channels
between the BSs of cell i and KUL users of cell j, we define Gui,j = H
u
i,j(D
u
i,j)
1
2 ∈ CMr×KUL =[
guij,1 . . .g
u
ij,KUL
]
, where [Dui,j]kk = (ρ
u
ij,k)
2 . We also define the channels between BSs of cell i
and cell j as GBSi,j = H
BS
i,j (D
BS
i,j )
1
2 ∈ CMr×Mt , where DBSi,j = (ρBSij )2IMt for i 6= j. When it comes
7Fig. 1. DL and UL transmission in a cooperative multicell system with a central unit, full-duplex BS, and half-duplex users.
Here, UE stands for user equipment. Though we describe DL and UL transmission separately for convenience, both transmission
operate simultaneously.
to the SI channel, i.e., the i = j case, DBSi,i is a symmetric matrix whose elements are defined
as [DBSi,i ]`m = (ρ
BS
ii,`m)
2 which reflects the distance between each antenna. The detection filter of
cell i is defined as WTi = [wi,1 . . .wi,KUL ] ∈ CMr×KUL . The received signal for user k of cell i
at BS is expressed as
yu,ik =
√
Pu(wi,k)
T gˆuii,ks
u
i,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal
+
√
Pu(wi,k)
T
KUL∑
l=1,l 6=k
guii,ls
u
i,l︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-cell interference
+
√
Pu(wi,k)
T
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Guijsj︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-cell interference
+
√
Pd(wi,k)
T (GBSii − GˆBSii )Fisdi︸ ︷︷ ︸
residual self interference
+
√
Pd(wi,k)
T
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
GBSij Fjs
d
j︸ ︷︷ ︸
BS-BS interference
+
√
Pu(wi,k)
T uii,ks
u
i,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
estimation error
+
√
Pd(wi,k)
TGBSii Fiψi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tx noise
+ (wi,k)
T δi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rx distortion
+ (wi,k)
Tnui,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise
. (2)
Based on [20], Tx noise and Rx distortion occurring at cell i are modeled as ψi ∈ CKDL×1 and
δi ∈ CMr×1, respectively, where the distribution of each is given by ψi ∼ CN
(
0, αdiag(sisHi )
)
and δi ∼ CN
(
0, βdiag(ySIi (y
SI
i )
H)
)
. Typically, α  1 and β  1 [26]. ySIi =
√
PdG
BS
ii Fi(s
d
i +
ψi) + nui,k denotes an undistorted signal received over the SI channel.
B. System Scenario 2: Cooperative Multicell System
As depicted in Fig. 1, we have a CU that is connected to each BS via front-haul with limited
capacity Cd/Cu for DL / UL transmission. Based on the collected global CSI, the CU produces
8a precoder and a detection filter based on the collected global CSI. As a result, the system
enables mitigation of the intercell interference that stems from BS cooperation.
1) Downlink Transmission: We define all DL channels of the system between BSs and
DL users as Gd = Hd(Dd)
1
2 ∈ CKDLN×MtN , and (Gd)T = [gd11 . . .gd1KDL . . .gdN1 . . .gdNKDL],
for convenience, where gdjk ∼ CN (0, blkdiag
[
(ρd1j,k)
2IMt . . . (ρ
d
Nj,k)
2IMt
]
. We define FC =
[fC11 . . . f
C
1KDL
. . . fCN1 . . . f
C
NKDL
] ∈ CMtN×KDLN as a precoding matrix. The quantization noise over
DL front-haul of cell i is described as qdi ∼ CN (0, (σdi )2IMt), where (σdi )2 = PsE||xi||2/(2Cd−
1) due to the limited front-haul capacity Cd = log2(1 + PsE||xi||2/(σdi )2). Ps denotes the
desired symbol power and follows Ps = Pd(1 − 2−Cd) due to Pd = Ps + (σdi )2 [15]. The
precoded signal transmitted from CU to the ith BS is defined as xi = FCi s
d, where FCi is row
vectors of F from (Mt(i − 1) + 1)th to (Mti)th. Then, the quantization noise for N cells is
qd ∼ CN (0, blkdiag[(σd1)2IMt , . . . , (σdN)2IMt ]). The received signal of user k at cell i is
yCd,ik =
√
Ps(gˆ
d
i,k)
T fCi,ks
d
i,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal
+
√
Pd
(N,KDL)∑
(n,j)=(1,1),(n,j)6=(i,k)
(gdi,k)
T fCn,js
d
n,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra,inter-cell interference
+
√
Pu
N∑
j=1
(gUEij,k)
T sdj︸ ︷︷ ︸
UE-UE interference
+ (gdi,k)
Tqd︸ ︷︷ ︸
quantization noise
+
√
Ps(ˆ
d
i,k)
T fCi,ks
d
i,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
estimation error
+nCd,ik︸︷︷︸
noise
. (3)
2) Uplink Transmission: In a manner similar to that of the DL transmission, we define the
all UL channel of the system as Gu = Hu(Du)
1
2 ∈ CMrN×KULN . Based on the UL channels,
CU produces detection filter defined as (WC)T = [wC1,1 . . .w
C
N,K ] ∈ CMN×KULN . The signal
received at BSj is
yuj =
√
PuG
u
j s
u +
√
PsG
BS
j F
Csd +
√
PsG
BS
jj F
C
j ψ
C + δCj + nj, (4)
where Guj ∈ CMr×KULN and GBSj ∈ CMr×MtN denote the row vectors from (Mr(j−1)+1)th to
(Mrj)
th of Gu and the channel between BSj and all other BSs, respectively. In (5), δCj denotes
the column vector from the (Mr(j − 1) + 1)th to the (Mrj)th of δC. The UL quantization noise
of BSj is quj ∼ CN (0, (σuj )2IM), where (σu)2 = E||yj||2/(2Cu − 1). The UL quantization noise
of N cells, qu is also defined in a similar manner to that of the DL case. The received signal
9Fig. 2. Pilot transmission methods in half-duplex and full-duplex large-scale MIMO system. The users noted in parentheses
beside the UL pilot indicates the sending location. That is, UL pilot (DL users) refers to the UL pilot sent from the DL users.
of user k of cell i at CU is
yCu,ik =
√
Pu(w
C
i,k)
T gˆui,ks
u
i,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal
+
√
Pu
(N,KUL)∑
(n,j)=(1,1),(n,j)6=(j,k)
(wCi,k)
Tgun,js
u
n,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra,inter-cell interference
+
√
Ps(w
C
i,k)
TGBSoffF
Csd︸ ︷︷ ︸
BS-BS interfernce
+
√
Pu(w
C
i,k)
T ui,ks
u
i,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
estimaion error
√
Ps(w
C
i,k)
T (GBSdiag − GˆBSdiag)FCsd︸ ︷︷ ︸
residual SI
+ (wCi,k)
Tqu︸ ︷︷ ︸
quantization noise
+
√
Ps(w
C
i,k)
TGBSdiagF
CψC︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tx noise
+ (wCi,k)
T δC︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rx distortion
+ (wCi,k)
TnCu,ik︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise
, (5)
where GBS = GBSoff +G
BS
diag. We define G
BS
diag is a block-diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements
are [GBS1,1 . . .G
BS
N,N ]. We define Tx noise and Rx distortion as ψ
C ∼ CN (0, αdiag(sd(sd)H)
and δC ∼ CN (0, βdiag(yC,SI(yC,SI)H), respectively, where α  1, β  1, and yC,SI =
√
PsG
BS
diagF
C(sd + ψC) + nCu,ik [20], [26].
III. PROPOSED PILOT TRANSMISSION SCHEME
Here, we introduce two pilot transmission schemes in a TDD-based full-duplex large-scale
MIMO system; in these schemes, each BS performs channel estimation based on the received
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signal. One is the conventional scheme, namely nSPT; the other is our proposed scheme, SPT.
Based on the channel reciprocity in large-scale MIMO systems, we exploit UL pilots to estimate
both DL and UL channels [18], [19]. We define two different UL pilots in order to distinguish
their usage, where ΦUUi ∈ CτUU×KUL (τUU ≥ KUL) denote the UL pilots sent from UL users
to estimate UL channels which follows (ΦUUi )
HΦUUi = IKUL . In a similar manner, Φ
UD
i ∈
CτUD×KDL (τUD ≥ KDL) denotes the UL pilots sent from DL users to estimate the DL channels
that satisfies (ΦUDi )
HΦUDi = IKDL . We define the SI pilots to estimate the SI channels as
ΦSIi ∈ CτSI×Mt (τSI ≥ Mt), (ΦSIi )HΦSIi = IMt . Furthermore, because in large-scale MIMO, we
use the same set of UL pilots in each cell, we consider the effect of pilot contamination in the
channel estimation [24]. We recall that Tx noise and Rx distortion on signals received over SI
channels are also considered. Throughout this paper, we use MMSE channel estimation [27].
A. Conventional Scheme: Non-Simultaneous Pilot Transmission (nSPT)
As shown in Fig. 2, three different pilots are transmitted orthogonally in the time domain
prior to sending the data needed to estimate the UL, DL and SI channels. Thus, the required
pilot overhead is (τUD + τUU + τSI). Since the UL and DL channels are estimated independently,
we follows the results of channel estimation in [19]. Here, we describe only the procedures of
SI channel estimation for nSPT. During SI pilot transmission, the received signal for Rx of BS
at cell i is
Yi =
√
τSIPdG
BS
ii (Φ
SI
i + Ψi)
T + Ni + ∆i = Y¯i + ∆i, (6)
where Ψi ∈ CτSI×Mt and ∆i ∈ CτSI×Mt are Tx noise and Rx distortion. We define (ΦSIi )T =
[φSIi1 . . . φ
SI
iτSI
], (Ψi)T = [ψi1 . . . ψiτSI ] and (∆i)
T = [δi1 . . . δiτSI ], where the t
th column of Ψi and
∆i follow ψit ∼ CN
(
0, αdiag(φSIit (φ
SI
it )
H)
)
and δit ∼ CN
(
0, βdiag(y¯it(y¯it)H)
)
, where y¯it is the
tth column of Y¯i. We obtain the distribution of the estimated channels as follows:
gˆdii,k ∼ CN
(
0,
τUDPu(ρ
d
ii,k)
4
τUDPu
∑N
j=1(ρ
d
ij,k)
2 + no
IMr
)
, (7a)
gˆuii,k ∼ CN
(
0,
τUUPu(ρ
u
ii,k)
4
τUUPu
∑N
j=1(ρ
u
ij,k)
2 + no
IMr
)
, (7b)
gˆBSii,`m ∼ CN
(
0,
τSIPd(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
4
(1 + β){τSIPd(ρBSii,`m)2 + αPd
∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
2 + n0}
)
. (7c)
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B. Proposed Scheme: Simultaneous Pilot Transmission (SPT)
As illustrated in Fig. 2 (c), the main concept of the proposed scheme is that Tx RF chains of
both BS and UL users send pilots simultaneously to reduce pilot overhead. The DL users cannot
simultaneously transmit pilots with Tx RF chains of BS since such pilots have to go through the
channel between Tx RF chains and DL users. Thus, we redefine the pilot as ΦUUi ∈ Cτmax×KUL
and ΦSIi ∈ Cτmax×Mt , where τmax = max(τSI, τUU). The received BS signal at cell i is
YSPTi =
√
τmaxPuG
u
i,i(Φ
UU
i )
T +
√
τmaxPu
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Gui,j(Φ
UU
j )
T
+
√
τmaxPdG
BS
ii (Φ
SI
i + Ψ
SPT
i )
T + Ni + ∆
SPT
i , (8)
where ψSPTit ∼ CN
(
0, αdiag(φSIit (φ
SI
it )
H)
)
and δSPTit ∼ CN
(
0, βdiag(y¯SPTit (y¯
SPT
it )
H)
)
. And, y¯SPTit is
the tth column of Y¯SPTi =
√
τmaxPdG
BS
ii (Φ
SI
i + Ψ
SPT
i )
T + Ni. In order to estimate both the SI
and UL channels based on (8), we estimate the SI channels first because the power of the SI
pilots is larger than that of the UL pilots. Then, we subtract the estimated signal from (8). The
resulting signal is
YSPT,ri =
√
τmaxPu
N∑
j=1
Gui,j(Φ
UU
j )
T +
√
τmaxPd(G
BS
ii − GˆBSii )(ΦSIi )T
+
√
τmaxPdG
BS
ii (Ψ
SPT
i )
T + Ni + ∆
SPT
i . (9)
Theorem 1. By means of SPT, the distribution of the estimated mth and kth columns of GBSi,i and
Gui,i are given by
gˆBSii,`m ∼ CN
(
0,
τmaxPd(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
4
Pu
∑N
j=1
∑KUL
k=1(ρ
u
ij,k)
2 + A
)
, (10a)
gˆuii,k ∼ CN
(
0,
τmaxPu(ρ
u
ii,k)
4
τmaxPu
∑N
j=1(ρ
u
ij,k)
2 + Pd
∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,m)
2Var[˜BSii,m] + A
IMr
)
, (10b)
where A = (1 + β){τmaxPd(ρBSii,lm)2 + αPd
∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,m)
2 + no}. We omit the distribution of the
estimated DL channel because it is the same as those of the nSPT case.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Remark 1 (SI channel estimation error of nSPT and SPT). By means of the deriving normalized
minimum mean square error (NMSE) which is defined as |g− gˆ|2/|g|2, we can measure the level
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of SI cancellation for nSPT and SPT. The NMSE values of nSPT and SPT from (7c) and (10a),
respectively, are given by
ξ2nSPT =
βτSIPd(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
2 + (1 + β){αPd
∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
2 + n0}
(1 + β){τSIPd(ρBSii,`m)2 + αPd
∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
2 + n0}
, (11a)
ξ2SPT =
Pu
∑N
j=1
∑KUL
k=1(ρ
u
ij,k)
2 + βτmaxPd(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
2 + (1 + β){αPd
∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
2 + no}
Pu
∑N
j=1
∑KUL
k=1(ρ
u
ij,k)
2 + (1 + β){τmaxPd(ρBSii,`m)2 + αPd
∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
2 + no}
. (11b)
Contrary to nSPT, there exists an additional interference term in (11b) induced by UL pilot
transmission in SPT. However, this term can be negligible for the following reasons: i) this
term is unrelated to pilot overhead τmax which means that it will become relatively small as
M increases. ii) the large-scale fading gain of UL users, (ρuij,k)
2, is relatively smaller than
large-scale fading gain of SI channel, (ρBSii,lm)
2. Especially, for cell-boundary users, large-scale
fading gain become much smaller. In conclusion, we can as easily obtain the performance of SI
cancellation by using SPT as by using nSPT.
IV. ANALYTIC MODEL FOR ERGODIC ACHIEVABLE SUM-RATE
By applying simple MF and ZF linear filters to BS for two multicell system scenarios, we
introduce the analytic model for ergodic achievable sum-rate of cell-boundray users.
A. System Scenario 1: Non-Cooperative Multicell System
1) Ergodic Achievable Downlink Sum-Rate: Based on [21], we adopt matrix-normalization
for the MF precoder and vector-normalization for the ZF precoder. In other words, for cell i,
FMFi = (Gˆ
d
ii)
H/||Gˆdii|| and FZFi = (Gˆdii)H(Gˆdii(Gˆdii)H)−1/||Fv|| =
[
fi,1√
KDL||fi,1|| . . .
fi,KDL√
KDL||fi,KDL ||
]
.
Theorem 2. From (1), the DL ergodic achievable sum-rate for KDL cell-boundary users in cell
i is given as follows: for MF precoder,
RMFd,i ≈
KDL∑
k=1
C
(
Pd(ρˆ
d
ii,k)
4Mt(Mt + 1)
IMFd,i +MtPd(ρˆ
d
ii,k)
2(ρ¯dii,k)
2 +Mt
∑KDL
k=1(ρˆ
d
ii,k)
2n0
)
(12a)
IMFd,i = PdMt(ρ
d
ii,k)
2
KDL∑
l=1,l 6=k
(ρˆdii,l)
2 + PdMt
KDL∑
k=1
(ρˆdii,k)
2
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
(ρdij,k)
2
+PuMt
KDL∑
k=1
(ρˆdii,k)
2
N∑
j=1
KUL∑
k=1
(ρUEij,k)
2, (12b)
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where gˆdii,k ∼ CN
(
0, (ρˆdii,k)
2IMr
)
and dii,k ∼ CN
(
0, (ρ¯dii,k)
2IMr
)
. For ZF precoder,
RZFd,i ≈
KDL∑
k=1
C
(
Pd(ρˆ
d
ii,k)
2Mt−KDL+1
KDL
Pd
∑N
j=1,j 6=i(ρ
d
ij,k)
2 + Pu
∑N
j=1
∑KUL
k=1(ρ
UE
ij,k)
2 + Pd(ρ¯dii,k)
2 + n0
)
. (13)
Proof. See Appendix B.
2) Ergodic Achievable Uplink Sum-Rate: We define the MF and ZF detection filter as WMFi =
(Gˆui,i)
H and WZFi = (Gˆ
u
ii)
H(Gˆuii(Gˆ
u
ii)
H)−1.
Theorem 3. From (2), the UL ergodic achievable sum-rate for KUL cell-boundary users in cell
i is given as follows: For MF detection filter,
RMFu,i ≈
KUL∑
k=1
C
(
PuMr(ρˆ
u
ii,k)
2
Pu
∑KUL
`=1,`6=k(ρ
u
ii,`)
2 + Pu
∑N
j=1,j 6=i
∑KUL
k=1(ρ
u
ij,k)
2 + IMFu,i + Pu(ρ¯
u
ii,k)
2 + n0
)
,(14a)
IMFu,i =
Pd
Mt
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Mr∑
`=1
(ρBSij,m)
2 +
Pd
MtMr
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρ¯BSii,`m)
2 + α
Pd
MtMr
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρBSii,`m)
2 +
β
{
(1 + α)
Pd
MtMr
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρBSii,`m)
2 + n0
}
, (14b)
where gˆuii,k ∼ CN
(
0, (ρˆuii,k)
2IMr
)
and uii,k ∼ CN
(
0, (ρ¯uii,k)
2IMr
)
. For ZF detection filter,
RZFu,i ≈
KUL∑
k=1
C
(
Pu
1
(ρˆuii,k)
2(Mr−KUL+1)I
ZF
u,i +
Pu
(ρˆuii,k)
2(Mr−KUL+1)
∑KUL
`=1 (ρ¯
u
ii,`)
2 + n0
(ρˆuii,k)
2(Mr−KUL+1)
)
,(15)
IZFu,i = Pu
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
KUL∑
k=1
(ρuij,k)
2 +
Pd
Mt
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
Mt∑
m=1
(ρBSij,m)
2 +
Pd
MtMr
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρ¯BSii,lm)
2 +
α
Pd
MtMr
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρBSii,`m)
2 + β
{
(1 + α)
Pd
MtMr
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρBSii,`m)
2 + n0
}
,
where BSii,`m ∼ CN (0, (ρ¯BSii,`m)2).
Proof. See Appendix C.
B. System Scenario 2: Cooperative Multicell System
Considering a full-centralized CRAN system, a precoder and detection filter are produced
based on the global CSI of the system at CU. Unlike the case of the non-cooperative multicell
system, there exists DL and UL quantization noise occurring at front-haul due to limited front-
haul capacity.
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1) Ergodic Achievable Downlink Sum-Rate: We define the MF precoder as FMF = (Gˆd)H/||Gˆd||
and the ZF precoder as FZF = (Gˆd)H(Gˆd(Gˆd)H)−1/||Fv||.
Theorem 4. From (3), the DL ergodic achievable sum-rate for KDL cell-boundary users in cell
i is given as follows: For MF precoder,
RC,MFd,i ≈ (16a)
KDL∑
k=1
C
(
Ps{
∑N
j=1 Mt(Mt + 1)(ρˆ
d
ij,k)
4 +
∑
(n,m)∈Ω1 M
2
t (ρˆ
d
in,k)
2(ρˆdim,k)
2}
IC,MFd,i + I
C,MF
q,d,i + Ps
∑N
j=1 Mt(ρ¯
d
ij,k)
2(ρˆdij,k)
2 +
∑(N,N)
(i,j)=(1,1)
∑KDL
k=1 Mt(ρˆ
d
ij,k)
2n0
)
IC,MFd,i = Ps
∑
(n,j)∈Ω2
N∑
M=1
Mt(ρ
d
im,k)
2(ρˆdnm,j)
2 + Pu
{
N∑
j=1
KUL∑
k=1
(ρUEij,k)
2
}
(N,N)∑
(i,j)=(1,1)
KDL∑
k=1
Mt(ρˆ
d
ij,k)
2(16b)
IC,MFq,d,i =
N∑
j=1
(
Mt(σ
d,MF
j )
2(ρdij,k)
2
)
, (16c)
(σd,MFj )
2 =
Ps
∑N
n=1
{∑KDL
k=1Mt(ρ
d
in,k)
2
}
/
∑(N,N)
(i,j)=(1,1)
∑KDL
k=1Mt(ρˆ
d
ij,k)
2
2Cd − 1 , (16d)
where, Ω1 =
{
(n,m)|n = 1 . . . N,m = 1 . . . N, n 6= m} and Ω2 = {(n, j)|n = 1 . . . N, j =
1 . . . KDL, (n, j) 6= (i, k)
}
. For ZF precoder,
RC,ZFd,i ≈
KDL∑
k=1
C
(
Ps(ρˆ
d
ik,avg)
2(MtN −KDLN + 1)/(KDLN)
Pu
∑N
j=1
∑KUL
k=1(ρ
UE
ij,k)
2 +
∑N
j=1
{
Mt(σ
d,ZF
j )
2(ρdij,k)
2
}
+ Ps(ρ¯dik,avg)
2 + n0
)
, (17)
where (σd,ZFj )
2 = Ps/N, (ρˆ
d
ik,avg)
2 = E
[
(ρˆdin,k)
2
]
and (ρ¯dik,avg)
2 = E
[
(ρ¯din,k)
2
]
.
Proof. See Appendix D.
2) Ergodic Achievable Uplink Sum-Rate: We define the MF and ZF detection filter as WMF =
(Gˆu)H and WZF = (Gˆu)H(Gˆu(Gˆu)H)−1.
Theorem 5. From (5), the UL ergodic achievable sum-rate of KUL cell-boundary users for cell
i is given as follows: For MF detection,
RC,MFu,i ≈ (18a)
KUL∑
k=1
C
 Pu
∑N
n=1Mr(ρˆ
u
in,k)
2
Pu
∑(N,KUL)
(n,j)=(1,1){∑Nm=1(ρˆuim,k)2(ρunm,j)2Mr}∑N
n=1(ρˆ
u
in,k)
2Mr
+ IC,MFu,i + I
C,MF
q,u,i + Pu
∑N
m=1(ρˆ
u
im,k)
2(ρ¯uim,k)
2∑N
n=1(ρˆ
u
in,k)
2
+ n0

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IC,MFu,i =
Ps
A
N∑
j=1
{(
MtMr
N∑
n=1,n6=j
(ρˆuin,k)
2(ρBSjn)
2 +
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρˆuij,k)
2(ρ¯BSjj,`m)
2
)(
N∑
n=1
KDL∑
k=1
(ρˆdnj,k)
2
)}
+(β + αβ)
Ps
A
N∑
j=1
{(
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρˆuij,k)
2(ρBSjj,`m)
2
)(
N∑
n=1
KDL∑
k=1
(ρˆdnj,k)
2
)}
+ β, (18b)
IC,MFq,u,i =
N∑
m=1
(σu,MFm )
2(ρˆuim,k)
2/
N∑
n=1
(ρˆuin,k)
2, (18c)
(σu,MFm )
2 =
1
2Cu − 1
{
Ps
E||Hˆd||2
{
MtMr
N∑
n=1,n6=i
( N∑
j=1
KDL∑
k=1
(ρˆdjn,k)
2
)
(ρBSin)
2 + (ρˆdji,k)
2
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρBSii,`m)
2
+(β + αβ)(ρBSii )
2
N∑
j=1
KDL∑
k=1
(ρˆdji,k)
2
}
+ Pu
{ N∑
j=1
KUL∑
k=1
(ρuij,k)
2
}
Mr + (1 + β)Mrn0
}
,(18d)
where A = (
∑N
n=1(ρˆ
u
in,k)
2Mr)E||Hˆd||2, and E||Hˆd||2 =
∑N
n=1
∑N
j=1
∑KDL
k=1(ρˆ
d
jn,k)
2Mt. For ZF
detection,
RC,ZFu,i ≈
KUL∑
k=1
C
 Pu(ρˆuik,avg)2(MrN −KULN + 1)
Ps
gavg
MtN
+ Pu
∑N,KUL
(n,j)=(1,1)(ρ¯
u
nj,avg)
2 + (σu,ZFavg )2 + (β + αβ)
gdiagavg
MtN
+ (β + 1)n0
,(19)
where (ρ¯uik,avg)
2 = E
[
(ρ¯uin,k)
2
]
, (ρˆuik,avg)
2 = E
[
(ρˆuin,k)
2
]
. Also, we define gavg = E
[
gn
]
, where
gi = Mt
∑N
j=1,j 6=i(ρ
BS
ji )
2+
∑Mt
m=1(ρ¯
BS
ii,lm)
2. In (19), we define gdiagavg = E[g
diag
1 . . . g
diag
N ], where g
diag
i =∑Mr
`=1
∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,`m)
2. The average quantization noise is defined as (σu,ZFqvg )
2 = E
[
(σu,ZFn )
2
]
,
where qui =
E||yui ||2
2Cu−1 based on (4),
E||yui ||2 = PuMr
N∑
j=1
KUL∑
k=1
(ρuij,k)
2 +
Ps
MtN
(
MtMr
N∑
j=1
(ρBSij )
2 +
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρBSii,`m)
2
)
+ (20)
αPs
MtN
Mr∑
`=1
Mt∑
m=1
(ρBSii,`m)
2 + β(1 + α)
Mr
MtN
gdiagavg + (1 + β)Mrn0.
Proof. See Appendix E.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The performance of the full-duplex cellular system heavily depends on the channel estimation
method and the level of the aforementioned interference– SI and BS-BS interference and user-
user interference. Here, we discuss the feasibility of a full-duplex large-scale MIMO system by
analyzing the ergodic achievable sum-rate based on obtained analytic results. Furthermore, we
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investigate the reliable region which indicates the interval that can gaurantee a better sum-rate
from a full-duplex system than from a half-duplex system. For comparison, without loss of
generality, we assume that the same linear filter is applied to both system. Also, we assume
that all cells operate either as half-duplex or full-duplex systems [13]. Basically, the reliable
region when considering pilot overhead can be obtained by solving the following inequality.
2(1− τFD
T
)
(
KDL∑
k=1
RFDd,k +
KUL∑
k=1
RFDu,k
)
≥ (1− τHD
T
)
(
KDL∑
k=1
RHDd,k +
KUL∑
k=1
RHDu,k
)
, (21)
where τFD, τHD, RFDd,k and R
FD
u,k denote the pilot overhead of the full-duplex and the half-duplex
system, and the achievable rate of the full-duplex system for the DL and UL user k, respectively.
T denotes the number of total symbols per coherence time, Tcohe, which includes all pilots
and data symbols. Since we assume that symbol duration is unchanged, the increase of T
implies the increase of Tcohe. In (21), we define RFDd,k = C
(
SINRFDDL,k
)
, where SINRFDDL,k =
SFDDL,k/(IDL,k + I
FD
DL,k), and R
FD
u,k = C
(
SINRFDUL,k
)
, where SINRFDUL,k = S
FD
UL,k/(IUL,k + I
FD
UL,k). S
FD
DL,k
and IDL,k denote the power of the desired signal of user k and the sum of power of all pre-existing
DL interference such as intra and intercell interference, channel estimation error, and noise. IFDDL,k
denotes the sum of the power of DL interference induced by full-duplex BS. In this regard,
IFDUL,k denotes the sum of the power of SI, BS-BS interference, Tx noise, and Rx distortion.
In the half-duplex cellular system, we denote the SINR of user k as SINRHDDL,k = S
HD
DL,k/I
HD
DL,k
and SINRHDUL,k = S
HD
UL,k/I
HD
UL,k. In order to determine the reliable region, we partition (21) into
DL and UL transmission. Otherwise, even if we obtain a more achievable sum-rate for a full-
duplex system, the achievable sum-rate of either DL or UL could be smaller than those of the
half-duplex system. Thus, we derive conditions for the reliable region that satisfy both
2(1− τFD
T
)
KDL∑
k=1
RFDd,k ≥ (1−
τHD
T
)
KDL∑
k=1
RHDd,k and (22)
2(1− τFD
T
)
KUL∑
k=1
RFDu,k ≥ (1−
τHD
T
)
KUL∑
k=1
RHDu,k.
Lemma 1 (nSPT). Using the nSPT, the maximum tolerant power of the interference and the
minimum required coherence time for the both multicell scenarios is
IFDDL,k ≤
(T nSPT − 2(τSI + τUU)− τUD
T nSPT − τUD
)
IDL,k, IFDUL,k ≤
(T nSPT − 2(τSI + τUD)− τUU
T nSPT − τUU
)
IUL,k, (23a)
Tcohe > T
nSPT
cohe = ts max{2(τSI + τUU) + τUD, 2(τSI + τUD) + τUU}, (23b)
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where T nSPT and ts denote the total number of symbols for the nSPT and symbol durations
[sec/symbol].
Proof. Based on Bernoulli’s inequality, where (1 + x)r ≥ 1 + rx for every integer r and every
real number x ≥ −1, we reformulate (22) as
2
(
1− τFD
T
)
SINRFDx,k ≥
(
1− τHD
T
)
SINRHDx,k (24)
for cell-boundary DL user k, where x ∈ {DL,UL}. Since, with nSPT, we send the pilot
orthogonally in the time domain, the channel estimation errors of DL and UL in the half-
duplex system are the same as those of the full-duplex system with nSPT. We then say that
(SFDDL,k = S
HD
DL,k, IDL,k = I
HD
DL,k) and (S
FD
UL,k = S
HD
UL,k, IUL,k = I
HD
UL,k) for all user k. After we
reorganize (24) in terms of IFDx,k , we obtain (23a). Then, since the coefficient of Ix,k needs to be
larger than zero in order to satisfy (23a), we obtain (23b) from (23a).
Lemma 2 (SPT). Using the SPT, the maximum tolerant power of the interference and the
minimum required coherence time for both multicell scenarios is
IFDDL,k ≤
(
T SPT − 2τmax − τUD
T SPT − τUD
)
IDL,k and IFDUL,k ≤
2(T SPT − τmax − τUD) SFDUL,k
(T SPT − τUU) SINRHDUL,k
− IUL,k, (25a)
Tcohe ≥ T SPTcohe = ts max{2τmax + τUD, TULmax}, (25b)
where TULmax = max
{
2τFDSINR
FD
UL,1 − τHDSINRHDUL,1
2SINRFDUL,1 − SINRHDUL,1
, . . . ,
2τFDSINR
FD
UL,K − τHDSINRHDDL,K
2SINRFDDL,K − SINRHDDL,K
}
.
T nSPT denotes the total number of symbol for the nSPT. The analytic value of SINRFDUL,k and
SINRHDUL,k are given in Sec. IV. We recall that τmax = max(τSI, τUU).
Proof. In a manner similar to that of Lemma 1, we start with the proof from (24). To estimate
the DL channels, we have (SFDDL,k = S
HD
DL,k, IDL,k = I
HD
DL,k) for the same reason as in Lemma
1. However, to estimate the UL channels, we cannot calculate in the same way due to a
different resulting channel estimation error. Thus, the second inequality of (25a) is obtained
by reorganizing (24) in terms of IFDUL,k. T
UL
max in (25b) is obtained by reorganizing (24) in terms
of T .
Remark 2 (Sensitivity to the Coherence Time). Comparing (23b) with (25b), we first observe
that 2τmax + τUD < 2(τSI + τUU) + τUD. Next, from (25b), TULmax = (2τFD − ατHD)(2− α), where
α = SINRHDUL,k/SINR
FD
UL,k ≤ 1 and k is the maximization index. We obtain the maximum value
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of TULmax as 2τFD − τHD = 2τmax − τUD when α = 1, which is smaller than 2(τSI + τUD) + τUU in
(23a). Accordingly, we say that the SPT is less sensitive to the coherence time than to nSPT. i.e.
T SPTcohe ≤ T nSPTcohe .
Lemma 3 (Asymptotic Achievable Sum-Rate of Full-Duplex System in Non-Cooperative Multi-
cell). From (12a) and (13), we obtain the asymptotic result on the downlink ergodic achievable
sum-rate given as
lim
M→∞
RMFd,i →
KDL∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
Pr(ρˆ
d
ii,k)
4∑KDL
k=1(ρˆ
d
ii,k)
2
√
M
)
, (26)
lim
M→∞
RZFd,i →
KDL∑
k=1
log2
(
1 + Pr(ρˆ
d
ii,k)
2
√
M
)
. (27)
From (14a) and (15), the asymptotic result on the uplink ergodic achievable sum-rate is
lim
M→∞
RMFu,i →
KUL∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
Pr(ρˆ
u
ii,k)
2
1 + β
√
M
)
, (28)
lim
M→∞
RZFu,i →
KUL∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
Pr(ρˆ
u
ii,k)
2
1 + β
√
M
)
, (29)
where, without loss of generality, we assume Mt = M,Pd = Pu and n0 = 1 for all cells.
Proof. Due to power scaling in large-scale MIMO [19], [28], we have Pd = Pu = Pr/
√
M .
Then, after reorganizing each equation with respect to M , we obtain the (26) - (29).
Lemma 4 (Asymptotic Achievable Sum-rate of Full-Duplex System in Cooperative Multicell).
From (16a) and (17), the asymptotic bound on the DL achievable sum-rate is
lim
M→∞
RC,MFd,i → (30)
KDL∑
k=1
log2
1 + Pr(1− 2−Cd)
(∑N
j=1(ρˆ
d
ij,k)
4 +
∑
(n,m)∈Ω1(ρˆ
d
in,k)
2(ρˆdim,k)
2
)√
M∑N
j=1
(
(σd,MFj )
2(ρdij,k)
2
)
+
∑(N,N)
(i,j)=(1,1)
∑KDL
k=1(ρˆ
d
ij,k)
2
 ,
lim
M→∞
RC,ZFd,i →
KDL∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
Pr(1− 2−Cd)(ρˆdik,avg)2
√
M
M
∑N
j=1
(
ρd,ZFj )
2(ρdij,k)
2
)
+ 1
)
. (31)
From (18a) and (19), the asymptotic bound on the uplink achievable sum-rate is
lim
M→∞
RC, MFu,i →
KUL∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
Pr
∑N
n=1(ρˆ
u
in,k)
2
√
M∑N
n=1(σ
u,MF
n )2(ρˆuin,k)
2/
∑N
n=1(ρˆ
u
in,k)
2 + β + 1
)
, (32)
lim
M→∞
RC, ZFu,i →
KUL∑
k=1
log2
(
1 +
Pr
∑N
n=1(ρˆ
u
in,k)
2
√
M∑N
n=1(σ
u,ZF
n )2/N + β + 1
)
, (33)
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Fig. 3. Analytic and numerical results of the achievable sum-rate for cell-boundary users. FD and HD stand for full-duplex
and half-duplex system. We consider N = 3,K = 5, r = 2km and Pr = 40dBm. The left figure is for the non-cooperative
multicell system; the right figure is for the cooperative multicell system with Cu = Cd = 20bps/Hz.
where, without loss of generality, we assume Mt = M,Pd = Pu and n0 = 1 for all cells.
Proof. Similary, it follows the proof of Lemma 3.
Remark 3 (Sum-Rate of Full-Duplex System in Multicell Systems). From Lemma 3 and
Lemma 4, for the same given user set, the asymptotic achievable sum-rate of the full-duplex
system becomes almost two times greater than those of the half-duplex system even for cell-
boundary users, but only if sufficient dynamic range is supported. This is because all interference
is mitigated by scaling down the power as M increases. We note, however, that channel estimation
error including pilot contamination still affects the limit value. In a cooperative multicell system,
additionally, there exists quantization noise in the limit value which linearly depends on M (See
Theorem 4 and 5), since more information is required to exchange over the front-haul between
the CU and BSs as M increases. Thus, sufficient front-haul capacity, greater than those of non-
cooperative multicell systems, is required to guarantee the sum-rate in a cooperative multicell
system.
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Fig. 4. Ratio of ergodic achievable sum-rate of full-duplex system to those of half-duplex system in two different multicell
scenarios. We consider the same environment as that shown in Fig. 3. In the left figure, coop and non-coop in parentheses stand
for cooperative multicell and non-cooperative multicell systems.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we show the results derived in Sections IV and V, and compare them with
the numerical results. In order to consider cell-boundary users, we consider the users to be
distributed around the bottom 5% of the cell radius based on the LTE standard. We assume
that Mt = Mr = M , KDL = KUL = K and α = β = −100dB [20]. We assume the pilot
overhead to be τSI = M, τUU = K, and τUD = K [29]. The large scale fading coefficient is
modeled as ρ = z/dv, where z is a log-normal random variable with variance σshadow =8dB,
and d is the distance in meters between the BS and UEs. v = 3.8 is the pathloss exponent. For
the SI channel we assume a free space pathloss ρ = (4pid/λ)2, where λ = c/f, c = 3× 108 and
f = 2.4GHz. We define the reference transmission power Pr for which Pd = Pu = Pr/
√
M
[19].
Figure 3 offers a comparison of the analytic model derived in Section IV with the numerical
results for ZF and MF. In order to focus on the tightness of the analytic model, we consider
only nSPT for the full-duplex system and we do not reflect the pilot overhead, since the only
difference between nSPT and SPT is the resulting channel estimation error. In Fig. 3, our analytic
model can be seen to be well matched with the numerical results. Typically, the performances
of MF and ZF depend on the received SINR, which is affected by the radius of the cell or
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Fig. 5. Contour plots for comparison of achievable sum-rate of full-duplex system with SPT and nSPT, and the half-duplex
system. We set values N = 3,M = 50, r = 2km, and Pr = 20dBm. (a) Non-cooperative multicell system. (b) Cooperative
multicell system with Cu = Cd = 20bps/Hz.
by the reference transmission power. It is noticeable that the sum-rate of cell-boundary users
in full-duplex is enhanced as M increases, even more than those of sum-rate values in the
half-duplex system. This goes against the findings of previous works [20], [30]. This is because
user-user interference and SI can be mitigated because the total transmission power of the BS
and the transmit power of each user decrease as the number of antennas at the BS increases,
[18], [19]. On the left figure of Fig. 4, it can be seen that there exists a sum-rate enhancement
when using full-duplex operation on the BS side as M increases. Specifically, if the value of
the ratio becomes more than 1, the achievable sum-rate of the full-duplex system is larger than
those values of the half-duplex system. This is because the total DL transmit power and the
UL transmit power of each user are scaled down as M increases. On the right figure of Fig. 4,
we focus on determining the feasibility of cooperation of BSs via front-haul. Specifically, if the
value of the ratio is larger than 1, we are able to achieve more sum-rate via BS cooperation.
However, as M increases, we lose the advantage of BS cooperation for the following reasons: i)
intercell interference is averaged out due to large number of RF chains even in non-cooperative
multicell systems; and ii) cooperation of BSs requires more front-haul capacity for larger number
of RF chains and incurs more Tx noise, Rx distortion and self-interference due to joint signal
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Fig. 6. Achievable sum-rate with respect to the front-haul capacity. CRAN and NoCRAN stands for the cooperative multicell
and non-cooperative multicell systems. We consider the values of N = 3,M = 128, r = 2km,K = 5 and Pr = 40dBm.
processing over the entire cell at CU.
In Fig. 5, we compare the achievable sum-rates of the three systems– full-duplex with
nSPT and SPT, and half-duplex systems in non-cooperative multicell and cooperative multicell
systems. In Fig. 5, we show the best-performing system for each regime. For instance, the
brighter color in the contour means a superior sum-rate of the full-duplex with SPT, while the
darker color implies the superiority of the sum-rate of the half-duplex system. Generally, both
multicell scenarios follow a similar tendency with respect to T and K. With small T which
can be regarded as leading to high mobility scenarios or operation at higher frequencies [31],
the sum-rate of the half-duplex system is better because pilot overhead of τHD = 2K has the
smallest value among the three methods. Then, as T increase, the full-duplex system provides
better sum-rate. The advantages of SPT are the reduction of pilot overhead and the provision
of power gain (τmax − τUU), while the UL pilots are interfered by the SI pilot. As a result,
with large T which can be regarded as indicative of low mobility scenarios or operation at low
frequencies, the SPT outperforms nSPT due to additional power gain on UL channel estimation
as K decreases. We also observe that, due to the reduction of pilot overhead for SPT, SPT can
even perform better than the half-duplex system in the regime of small T and K, in which the
nSPT performs worse than the half-duplex system.
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Fig. 7. Required transmission powers of BS and a user for fixed rate 0.1bps/Hz. We consider values of N = 3,K = 1, r =
2 km, T = 800 symbols and Cd = Cu = 20 bps/Hz.
In Fig. 6, we observe the trade-off of BS cooperation and quantization noise induced by
limited front-haul capacity. If we have sufficient front-haul capacity, it means here that the
front-haul capacity is larger than the cross point, and BS cooperation can be beneficial. In other
words, in this regime, the gain obtained by mitigating intercell interference becomes greater
than the SINR loss due to quantization noise. In this context, it is seen that the cooperation of
BSs instead decreases the achievable sum-rate as the front-haul capacity decreases.
Figure 7 shows the required transmission powers of BS and a user when the achievable
sum-rate of DL and UL transmissions are fixed. In this context, less required power implies
the provision of a better rate under identical power constraints. In line with previous simulation
results, the cooperation of BSs requires less power due to intercell interference control only if
sufficient front-haul capacity is given. Moreover, under the given environment, the SPT requires
less power which means that it provides a higher rate due to the power gain (τmax−τUU) attained
in estimating the UL channels.
In Fig. 8, we observe that the NMSE of both nSPT and SPT decrease as the transmission
power increases, because it is implied that more power is used to send pilots. Furthermore, as
discussed in Remark 1, the NMSE of SPT becomes larger in a very small cell. This is because
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Fig. 8. NMSE of SI channel for nSPT and SPT with M = 16, N = 3,K = 5 and α = β = −50dB. Moreover, NMSE is
shown according to changing cell radius, r. We note that the NMSE of the SI channel for nSPT depends only on Pr regardless
of r.
BS experiences more interference from UL pilot transmission due to the increased large-scale
fading gain of UL users. However, even with an increase of the cell radius, we can obtain a
similar SI cancellation lever for nSPT by using SPT.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the full-duplex large-scale MIMO cellular system while
proposing an SPT for channel estimation to resolve the critical pilot overhead problem. We then
derived an analytic model considering large-scale fading, pilot contamination, Tx noise and Rx
distortion for the ergodic achievable sum-rate of cell-boundary users in two different multicell
scenarios, non-cooperative and cooperative multicell systems. Exploiting the analytic model, we
derived the maximum tolerant power of interference and the minimum required coherence time
for the reliable region, and investigated the behavior of the asymptotic achievable sum-rate of the
full-duplex system. Specifically, as the number of antennas at BS increases, the achievable sum-
rate of the full-duplex system is enhanced by means of scaling down of the transmission power
for both multicell systems. However, in the meantime, a cooperative multicell system requires
more front-haul capacity to guarantee higher achievable sum-rate than those of non-cooperative
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multicell systems. Using simulation results, we first observed that our analytic model worked
well, and our proposed scheme of SPT has advantages of sensitivity to coherence time due to
reduced pilot overhead and additional power gain for estimating channels.
APPENDIX A
From (8), we estimate the SI channel based on Y˜SPTi = Y
SPT
i (Φ
SI
i )
∗. The (`,m)th element of
Y˜SPTi is
y˜SPTi,`m =
√
τmaxPdg
BS
ii,m` +
√
τmaxPu
N∑
j=1
(gu,rij,m)
T(ΦULj )
T(φSIi,m)
∗ + ni,m`(φSIi,m)
∗ + (34)
√
τmaxPu(g
BS
ii,m)
T(ΨSPTi )
T(φSIi,m)
∗ + δSPTi,m`(φ
SI
i,m)
∗.
Since we have knowledge of the geometric attenuation, we only need to estimate (`,m)th element
of HBSii . Based on [27], the estimated channel of (`,m)
th element of HBSii is
hˆBSii,`m = C
T
hBSii,`my˜
SPT
i,`m
C−1
y˜SPTi,`my˜
SPT
i,`m
y˜SPTi,`m + E
[
hBSii,`m
]−ChBSii,`my˜SPTi,`mCy˜SPTi,`mySPTi,mE[y˜SPTi,`m] (35)
(a)
= CThBSii,`my˜SPTi,`m
C−1
y˜SPTi,`my˜
SPT
i,`m
y˜SPTi,`m,
(a) is due to the fact that zero mean of the second and third terms. From (35), we obtain
hˆBSii,`m = (36)√
τmaxPd
(
Pu
N∑
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KUL∑
k=1
(ρuij,k)
2 + (1 + β)
{
τmaxPd(ρ
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Mt∑
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(ρBSii,`m)
2 + n0
})−1
y˜SPTi,`m.
In a similar manner, we also derive the estimated channel of the kth column of Hui,i which is
described as
hˆuii,k =
√
τmaxPu
({
τmaxPu
N∑
j=1
(ρuij,k)
2 + Pd
Mt∑
m=1
(ρBSii,m)
2Var[˜BSii,m] + no + A
}
IMr
)−1
ySPT,ui,k ,(37)
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∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,m)
2 + αPd
∑Mt
m=1(ρ
BS
ii,m)
2 + no}. 
APPENDIX B
Based on [21, Sec. III-F], we obtain E [log2(1 + SINR)] ≈ log2(1 + E [SINR]). For the MF
precoder, after multiplying ||Gˆdii||2 to the denominator and numerator of SINR of (1),
E
[
SINRMFd,i,k
]
= E
[
Pd||gˆdii,k||4
IMFd,i,k + I
MF
UE,d,i,k + Pd||(dii,k)Tgii,k||2 + ||Gˆdii||2
]
(38a)
(a)≈ E
[
Pd||gˆdii,k||4
]
E
[
IMFd,i,k + I
MF
UE,d,i,k + Pd||(dii,k)Tgii,k||2 + ||Gˆdii||2
] ,
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IMFd,i,k = Pd
KDL∑
l=1,l 6=k
||(gdii,k)T(gˆdii,l)∗||2 + Pd||Gˆdii||2
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
||(gdij,k)T(Gˆdjj)H ||2
||Gˆdjj||2
, (38b)
where IMFd,i = I
MF
d,i,k+I
MF
UE,d,i,k, I
MF
UE,d,i,k = Pu||Gˆdii||2
∑N
j=1 ||gUEij,k||2 from (12a). (a) follows Lemma
4 in [21]. Based on ||AB||2 = tr(ABBA), we calculate each terms. For ZF precoder, we exploit
the result E
[
1
||fi,k||2
]
= ρˆ2ii,k(Mt − KDL + 1), which is expanded from [32]. Then, the ergodic
SINR is
E
[
SINRZFd,i,k
]≈ (39)
E
[
Pd
1
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]
E
[
Pd
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]
.
We note that the residual intracell interference exists due to channel estimation error. Using
the property of vector normalization, we compute each term. For instance, E||(hdij,k)TFj||2 =
E
[
tr
(
(Fj)
H(hdij,k)
∗(hdij,k)
TFj
)]
= (ρdij,k)
2E
[
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(
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HFj
)]
= (ρdij,k)
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APPENDIX C
In a similar manner of Appendix B, we first calculate the UL ergodic SINR for the MF
detection filter after multiplying 1||gˆuii,k||2 to both the denominator and numerator. We obtain
E
[
SINRMFu,i,k
] ≈ (40a)
E
[
Pu||gˆuii,k||2
]
E
[
IMFu,i,k + Pu||(gˆuii,k)Huii,k||2 + ||gˆuii,knui,k||2 + ||(gˆuii,k)Hδi||2 + ||(gˆuii,k)Hnui,k||2
] ,
IMFu,i,k = Pu
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N∑
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2
. (40b)
For the ZF precoder, we use E
[||wi,k||2] = 1(ρˆuii,k)2(Mr−KUL+1) . Since the remain procedures are
similar, we omit the details. 
APPENDIX D
Since we produce a precoder based on the global CSI, the collective channel vector includes
elements of adjacent cells which follows different variance. For the MF precoder, we calculate
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those term with modification as follows:
E
[
Ps||gˆdi,k||4
]
= PsE
[(||gˆdi,k||2)2] = PsE[(||gˆdi1,k||2 + . . .+ ||gˆdiN,k||2)2] (41)
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.
Since all elements are independent, (a) is obtained by developing the equation, where Ω1 is
defined in the previous section. (b) follows the result after averaging each elements out based
on Lemma 1 in [21]. For the ZF precoder, we calculate as
E||(i,k)Tfi,k||2 = E
[
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∗
i,k
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i,kfi,k)] (42)
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≈ (ρ¯dik,avg)2IMtN . Based on [27], the desired signal term is bounded as ρˆ2min(Mt −KDL + 1) ≤
1
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. The ergodic
SINR is obtained based on same mathematical background as previous appendices. 
APPENDIX E
As we discussed in Appendix D, the channel vector contains elements with different variance.
Here, we describe the most complicated term to calculate as follows:
E
[
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(a) follows the result from calculating (GBSoff)
Hguj,k(g
u
j,k)
HGBSoff and (G
d)HGd, respectively. For
the ZF detection filter, ||wTi,kGBSoffFC||2 = E
[
tr
(
wTi,kG
BS
offF
CFH(GBSoff)
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)]
is also the most
complicated term to calculate whereby E
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IMtN due to vector-normalization.
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And, E
[
GBSoff(G
BS
off)
H
]
becomes block-diagonal matrix whose block-diagonal element is gi =∑N
j=1,j 6=iMt(ρ
BS
ji )
2 for i = 1 . . . N . Thus, we obtain the approximation E
[
GBSoff(G
BS
off)
H
] ≈
gavgIMtN . With the result of E
[||wTi,k||2] ≈ 1(ρˆuik,avg)2(MrN−KULN+1) , discussed in Appendix C, we
calculate Ps||wTi,kGBSoffFC||2. For the remaining terms, we calculate based on the mathematical
background that was used in the preceding appendices. 
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